Betwixt

Betwixt definition is - between. How to use betwixt in a sentence. Did You Know?.betwixt and between, neither the one
nor the other; in a middle or unresolved position: Not wanting to side with either her father or her mother, she was
betwixt .Rhymes: ?kst. Preposition[edit]. betwixt. (literary or archaic) Between, specifically between two objects.
Shakespeare. There was some speech of marriage English - Preposition.betwixt definition: 1. between: 2. between two
positions, choices, or ideas; not really one thing or the other. Learn more.Phrases. betwixt and between. informal Not
fully or properly either of two things. ' the book seems betwixt and betweenneither tall tale nor American
history'.Betwixt is an adverb or preposition with roots in Middle English, typically used as another word for between.
Betwixt can also refer to: Betwixt (novel), a novel by.There is no love lost betwixt them these days. And Elen had ever
been capricious and strongfemalefriendship.com, Sharon HERE BE DRAGONS ().Define betwixt. betwixt synonyms,
betwixt pronunciation, betwixt translation, English dictionary definition of betwixt. adv. & prep. Between. Idiom:
betwixt and.betwixt /b??tw?kst/USA pronunciation prep., adv. Dialect Termsbetween. Idioms. Idiomsbetwixt and
between, neither the one nor the other; in a middle position.Betwixt means the same as between. It is rare in the U.S.,
where it is considered an archaism, but it's still used fairly often in British English.But he acknowledged that the officers
were somewhat betwixt, between two different aspirations: the desire to follow department rules and the desire
to.Synonyms for betwixt at strongfemalefriendship.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find
descriptive alternatives for betwixt.Synonyms for betwixt and between at strongfemalefriendship.com with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for betwixt and.Definition of betwixt written for
English Language Learners from the Merriam- Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage
examples, and.The white pawn is betwixt the black. Licensed from iStockPhoto. adverb. The definition of betwixt is
between. When you are in between two things, this is an.Meaning: "between, in the space that separates, among, amidst,
meanwhile," from bi- "by" (see by) + tweox "for two," from See more definitions.
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